
1955 Chevrolet Pickup – Bill Rogers 

• 1955 was first year Cameo made 

• 55-59 Chevy only made 10,000 copies of the Cameo. 

• Only colors were white and red 

• This one is a straight six (6) cylinder, 235 ci engine, 

with 4-speed hydraulic transmission 

• Truck bed is fiberglass, and is customized from cab 

back (all factory custom) 

• Sold at Barrett-Jackson for $20K, completely restored 

in 2004, Bill bought from Avery-Greene in 2021 

The luxury truck market has really caught fire the past 

decade. Many believe that this is a new trend however it 

was something that GM had tried many decades ago. The 

Cameo was really the first truck that put styling and comfort before the utility of the vehicle.  

This Cameo was built with that in mind and this stunning 

example will not be hauling any gravel anytime soon but 

rather stealing the show anywhere you take it. This copy 

has been meticulously restored using all original parts 

and has been done with great detail.  

Taking it back to its original state this vehicle shows in the 

same condition as when it left the showroom. A beautiful 

coat of white paint covers the truck which makes that 

deep red accent on the cab and bed stand out for miles.  

Open up that driver door and you are greeted with the 

same color combo on the restored interior which features 

restored original gauge cluster and radio! That streamline 

fiberglass truck bed is not for the working man anymore 

just look at that polished wood and stainless trim! This 

Cameo has a lot of unique options to the year.  

The original owner decided to order with the sewing 

machine singer of a motor the 235ci Inline 6 mated to a 

rare 4-speed hydromantic auto transmission as well as a 

nice chrome spotlight and futuristic headlight high beam 

detector. This truck as stylish and aesthetically ahead of 

its time as it was still a quite simple machine. This Cameo 

features base options including AM radio Spare tire wide 

white walls high beam detector.  

 

 

 


